High Holy Days

Service Schedule

**EREV ROSH HASHANAH**
Monday, September 6

**COMMUNITY SUNSET SERVICE**
6:45pm-7:45pm
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Clergy-Led
  (Sermon: Rabbi Sarah Krinsky)

**ROSH HASHANAH DAY 1**
Tuesday, September 7

**SHACHARIT**
8:15am
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led
  (TEM Shacharit: 8:45am)

**FAMILY SERVICE**
9:00am
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Led by Rabbi Solomon

**TORAH SERVICE**
9:15am
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led

**SHOFAR & MUSAF**
10:45am (including sermon)
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Clergy-Led
  (Sermon: Rabbi Aaron Alexander)
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led
  (Sermon: Rabbi Lauren Holtzblatt)
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led

**MINCHA/MAARIV**
6:00pm
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led

**ROSH HASHANAH DAY 2**
Wednesday, September 8

**SHACHARIT**
8:15am
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led

**FAMILY SERVICE**
9:00am
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Led by Rabbi Solomon

**TORAH SERVICE**
9:15am
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led

**SHOFAR & MUSAF**
10:45am (including sermon)
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Clergy-Led
  (Sermon: Rabbi Sarah Krinsky)
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led
  (Sermon: Rabbi Lauren Holtzblatt)
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led

**MINCHA/MAARIV**
6:00pm
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led

Services fully open to the Adas community. No registration required. All services will be open seating allowing for reasonable distancing.

Join in-person or livestream at:
ADASISRAEL.ORG/HIGHHOLYDAYS

- Reflective, Soulful Sounds
- Traditional, Cantorial Melodies
- Closed Captions

- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary
- HaMakom Outdoor Tented Sanctuary
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza
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### KOL NIDRE

**MINCHA** 5:15pm
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led

**KOL NIDRE** 6:30pm
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led 🎵 (Sermon: Rabbi Aaron Alexander)
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led (Sermon: Rabbi Sarah Krinsky)

**OUTDOOR SOULFUL KOL NIDRE** 7:30pm
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Clergy-Led 🎵 (Sermon: Rabbi Lauren Holtzblatt)

### YOM KIPPUR

**SHACHARIT** 9:00am
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led (TEM Shacharit: 9:30am)

**FAMILY SERVICE** 9:00am
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Led by Rabbi Solomon

**TORAH SERVICE & YIZKOR** 10:30am (including sermon)
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Clergy-Led 🎵 (Sermon: Rabbi Aaron Alexander)
- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary • Clergy-Led 🎵 (Sermon: Rabbi Lauren Holtzblatt)
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led

**MUSAF & MARTYROLOGY SERVICE** 1:30pm
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Clergy-Led 🎵
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led

**AFTERNOON DISCUSSION** 3:30pm
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • w/ Ezekiel Emanuel, MD, PhD & Sarah Hurwitz

**MINCHA** 4:45pm
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Clergy-Led

**N’EELAH** 6:00pm (shofar ~7:50pm)
- Outdoor HaMakom Tent • Clergy-Led 🎵 (Sermon: Rabbi Sarah Krinsky)
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza • TEM-Led (TEM N’elah: 6:30pm)

---

Services fully open to the Adas community. No registration required. All services will be open seating allowing for reasonable distancing.

**Join in-person or livestream at:**
[ADASISRAEL.ORG/HIGHHOLYDAYS](https://adasisrael.org/highholydays)

- Reflective, Soulful Sounds
- Traditional, Cantorial Melodies
- Closed Captions

- Charles E. Smith Sanctuary
- HaMakom Outdoor Tented Sanctuary
- Connecticut Avenue Plaza